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Severe headaches did not recur after chakras  

opened. 
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The reason I learned Longevitology was to help my husband, who suffered 

from eyesight problems, was infected from an illness, leading to blood poisoning 
and collapsed with multi-organs failure, also lost his eyesight. For half of this year, 
we have been searching for specialist in all the hospitals from north to south, but 
one time after another repeatedly disappointed. After long-term hospitalisation and 
treatment, we were exhausted. To me, this period, everyday is a new kind of 
challenge and testing; I did not know what else to do? Is there anyone can help me, 
heavens! 

Perhaps heaven has heard my prayer, showed me a “clear road”, a pleasant 
encounter with Longevitology. During one trip with my husband back to south of 
the country for consultation, one of the relative recommended and enthusiastically 
searching for information about Longevitology on the internet. Went back to Taipei, 
the first thing I did was to phone and enquire about the courses of Longevitology. I 
remember someone said: “when the heaven closed one door on you, it would also 
open a window for you” Thanks to Longevitology bring us thread of hope, I deeply 
believe my husband’s eye would be able to see the heaven and day light again. 

I remembered the first time applied adjustments to my husband, one hand on 
C7, one hand on the eyes, after 5 minutes, his body started to shake involuntary, 
and half an hour later the shaking stopped. The volunteer explained that because of 
his chi and blood not circulating smoothly, but once he absorbs more energy, 
naturally he would be better. 

To think back the first day of the lesson, that day my headaches reappeared, 
the pain was so bad it felt like the head was going to split open, after the chakras 
opened, one hand on C7, one hand on C6, the original pain slowly changed to hot, 
fully expanded and heaviness. Returned to my seat, do not know in what time, 
have forgotten the pain in the head, which was so severe as if it was going to 
explode. After that until now, it did not recur, this was an amazing experience. 

Teacher Lin always says you need to have confidence in yourself; I should 


